Parallel Programming
Models and Languages

Overview
» Parallel Programming Models and Languages
- Thread Level Programming
- Java Thread
- Pthread

- Message Passing
- MPI

- Higher Level Parallel Programming Languages
- OpenMP
- NESL
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Parallel Programming Abstractions: Threads
» Threads Origins
- Operating systems as a shared memory programming mechanism
- A light-weight process (LWP). In UNIX, processes do no share
memory. Micro-kernel operating systems such as Mach introduces
LWP and threads as scheduling execution units.

» Concurrency vs Parallel
- Concurrency is conceptual, not physical. On a single core processor,
concurrency (in the sense of time-sharing) still happens when
multiple processes or threads compete for system resources
- Parallel normally refers to physically parallel computing
- Threading abstraction is the same for currency and parallelism
- e.g., Java Threads and POSIX Threads are widely used before multi-core
processors are available
- Natural extension to multi-core processors without changing the language
behavior
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Parallel Programming Abstractions: Threads
»Thread is natural
- One conceptual thread of execution corresponds
physically to a conceptual core (one physical core can
have two or more conceptual cores, e.g., hyper-threading)
- Implementation of threading has little overhead, most
modern operating systems supports

»Support both data parallelism and task parallelism
- Data parallelism: a lot of data involved, e.g., vector,
matrix, sorting
- Task parallelism: e.g., prime test, Monte-Carlo Pi,
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Java Threads
»Java is the most widely used programming
language that explicitly supports concurrent and
parallel programming
- Thread is part of language

»Object-oriented Support for Thread
- All Threads must be instances of classes that extends
from “java.lang.Thread” class
- Higher level support, simpler to use
- Lower level support to build concurrent data structures

»Limitations
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- Since Java only supports single inheritance, one class
that extends from “java.lang.Thread” cannot extends
from other classes
- An alternative: implements “Runnable” interface
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Java Threads: Methods in Thread Class
» public synchronized void start()
- Start the Thread and returns. Essentially it just invokes “run()” method

» public void run()
- The main body of the thread, which is immediately invoked after the thread
is started. Usually the programmers just need to override this method

» public final synchronized void join(long millis)
- Wait for the thread to die. The optional parameter indicates the timeout in
milliseconds. Otherwise, the thread will wait forever

» public static void yield()
- Causes the currently executing thread to yield the processor to other threads
that can be scheduled

» public final int getPriority()
- Returns the proority of the calling thread

» public final void setPriority(int newPriority)
- Set the priority of the calling thread
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Java Threads: Synchronized Methods
» Java supports a conceptually simple monitoring construct known as
synchronized method.
» public class Counter {
»

int count

»

public synchronized void increment() {

»

count++

»

}

»

public synchronized void reset() {

»
»

count = 0;
}

»}
» Only one thread can execute any of the synchronized method at any
time. Other threads must wait for the thread to exit the monitor.
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» The lock is implicitly acquired. Since the lock is owned by the thread,
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the synchronized methods can be recursive.

Java Threads: Synchronized Statements
» Java also provides synchronized statements in the
language, which supports finer-granularity synchronization
than synchronized methods.
» Object lock
» synchronized (lock) {
»

//critical section

»

count++

»}
» The critical section can be smaller than synchronized
methods (entire methods vs a few statements).
» Two pieces of code that do interact can be synchronized on
independent objects, yielding greater parallelism.
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Java Threads: Memory Coherency
»For performance reasons, threads can keep their
own cached copy of variables and the values of the
caches variables can differ from the value in the
main memory that is visible to other threads. Recall
the very first example of the parallel sum.
»Memory coherence vs performance
- A synchronized statement or methods flushes all of
the thread’s cached values to main memory to make
them visible to other threads. Cache flushes result in
performance penalty.

»Two pieces of code that interact can be
synchronized on independent objects, yielding
greater parallelism.
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Java Threads: New Memory Coherency
Mechanism
» Volatile Memory
- Since JDK1.5, a volatile field modifier is added to indicate that a specific
variable cannot have a separate cached value in a register. The value must
be consistent with the value in the main memory that other threads can see.
- Volatile variables are more efficient than synchronized methods or
statements. The use of volatile variables do not flush the values of the
thread’s other variables

» Atomic Objects
- Another JDK1.5 feature which implements atomic operations on individual
objects without the need to use locks. For example, in the
java.util.concurrent.atomic package, there are classes such as
AtomicBoolean, AtomicInteger, AtomicLong.
- Examples:
- boolean compareAndSet(expectedValue, updateValue);
- Atomically sets the value to updateValue if the current is the same as
expectedValue

- int getAndIncrement();
- Atomically reads the current value and increments the current value by one
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- These classes support both read and update operations atomically so that
atomic objects can be used to build blocks for higher-level concurrent data
structures
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Java Threads: Concurrent Collections
»java.util.concurrent
-BlockingQueues.
-ConcurrentMap
-ConcurrentSkipListMap

»Convenience vs Performance
- All concurrent data structures are very convenient.
- But bad performance
- A conventional SkipListMap is way faster than
ConcurrentSkipListMap
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POSIX Threads
»Sufficient knowledge for writing Pthreads program.
»More details can be found at
http://www.llnl.gov/computing/tutorials/pthreads
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POSIX Threads: An Example
» #include <pthread.h>
» int err;
» void main() {
»

pthread_t_tid[MAX]; /* array of thread IDs */

»

for (int i=0; i<t; i++) {

»

err=pthread_create(&tid[i], NULL, array_sum, i);

»

}

»

for (int i=0; i<t; i++) {

»
»
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err=pthread_join(&tid[i], (void**)&status[i]);
}

POSIX Threads: Example
»main() function creates t threads in the first loop
and then waits for the t threads to complete in the
second loop.
»The creating thread is called “parent” thread and
created threads are called “children” threads.
»In the pthread_create function, the first
parameter is the thread ID, the third parameter is
the pointer to the start function, the parameters
following the start pointer are the parameters to be
passed to the start function.
»The pthread_join function is similar to Java
join().
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POSIX Threads: Example
»Destroying Threads, three ways
- A thread returns from the start routine
- A thread can call pthread_exit() to terminate itself
- A thread can be cancelled by another thread.

»In the pthread_create function, the first
parameter is the thread ID, the third parameter is
the pointer to the start function, the parameters
following the start pointer are the parameters to be
passed to the start function.
»The pthread_join function is similar to Java
join().
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POSIX Threads: Synchronization and Mutual
Exclusion
»A lock in POSIX Thread is called “mutex”, to
provide mutual exclusive access to the variable.
-pthread_mutex_t lock = PTHREAD_MUTEX_INITIALIZER;
-…
-pthread_mutex_lock(&lock);
-count++;
-pthread_mutex_unlock(&lock);

»Notice the similarity to Java lock and synchronized
statement
»Similar to Java, there is no notion of fairness, the
order in which the locks are acquired is not
guaranteed to match the order in which the threads
attempted
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OpenMP: Parallel Loop
»Augment sequential programs in a minor and
implicit way to gain parallel performance.
-#pragma mechanism into C and C++ and comments into
Fortran
-#pragma declaration parallelism in C and C++ program

»OpenMP is simpler than Pthread or Java Thread
»Make for loop parallel
»More details can be found at
http://www.openmp.org
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OpenMP: An Example
» long array_sum() {
»

int i; long sum_p; long sum = 0;

»

#pragma omp parallel shared(array, sum, length) \

»

private(sum_p)

»

{

»

sum_p =0;

»

#pragma omp for schedule(static) private(i)

»

for (int i=0; i<length; i++) {

»

sum_p +=array[i];

»

}

»

}

»

#pragma omp critical

»

{

»

sum+=sum_p;

»

}

»

return sum;

»
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OpenMP: Example
»The first #pragma directive specifies that the body
can be executed in parallel. The array, sum and
length are shared variables and sum_p is a private
variable. By default, all variables are shared.
»The number of threads created is not under
programmers’ control. The system will decide
automatically
-Total_iteration/number_of_threads;
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OpenMP: Example
»The second #pragma specifies the for loop can
execute in any order
- The iterations can be executed in parallel
- Each iteration must be independent of each other

»Not all for loop can be parallelized in OpenMP—
programmer is sort of restricted to do certain things
to trade for simplicity and convenience.
»The third #pragma is simply a critical section (lock)
by declaration “critical”.
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OpenMP: Programming Model
» OpenMP directives in C and C++ are based on the
#pragma compiler directives.
» A directive consists of a directive name followed by
clauses.
#pragma omp directive [clause list]

» OpenMP programs execute serially until they encounter the
parallel directive, which creates a group of threads.
#pragma omp parallel [clause list]
/* structured block */

» The main thread that encounters the parallel directive
becomes the master of this group of threads and is
assigned the thread id 0 within the group.
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» The schedule clause of the for directive deals with the
assignment of iterations to threads.
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OpenMP: Semantic limitations of Parallel for
Loop
» In the parallel for loop, careful attention must be paid to
iteration independence and private variables.
» A wrong code can be easily written for the first time
OpenMP programmer who had no exposure to thread
programming before.
» #prama omp parallel for private(i)
» for (int i=0;i<length;i++) {
»

sum+=array[i];

»}
» Multiple threads try to update a shared global variable sum.
Recall the first code example of ArraySum
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Assigning Iterations to Threads
» The schedule clause of the for directive deals
with the assignment of iterations to threads.
» The general form of the schedule directive is
schedule(scheduling_class[, parameter]).
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Assigning Iterations to Threads: Example
/* static scheduling of matrix multiplication loops */
#pragma omp parallel default(private) shared (a, b, c, dim) \
num_threads(4)
#pragma omp for schedule(static)
for (i = 0; i < dim; i++) {
for (j = 0; j < dim; j++) {
c(i,j) = 0;
for (k = 0; k < dim; k++) {
c(i,j) += a(i, k) * b(k, j);
}
}
}
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Assigning Iterations to Threads: Example

» Three different schedules using the static
scheduling class of OpenMP.
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OpenMP: Sections
» OpenMP can express task level parallelism with sections pragma. Assume
there are three independent tasks Task_A(), Task_B(), and Task_C()
that can be executed in parallel.
» #pragma omp sections
» {
»

#pragma omp section

»

{

»

Task_A();

»

}

»

#pragma omp section

»

{

»

Task_B();

»

}

»

#pragma omp section

»

{

»

Task_C();

»

}

» }
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Explicit Threads vs Directive Based
Programming
» Directives layered on top of threads facilitate a variety of thread-related
tasks.
» A programmer is rid of the tasks of initializing attributes objects, setting
up arguments to threads, partitioning iteration spaces, etc.
» There are some drawbacks to using directives as well.
» An artifact of explicit threading is that data exchange is more apparent.
This helps in alleviating some of the overheads from data movement,
false sharing, and contention.
» Explicit threading also provides a richer API in the form of condition
waits, locks of different types, and increased flexibility for building
composite synchronization operations.
» Finally, since explicit threading is used more widely than OpenMP,
tools and support are easier to find.
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MPI: Message Passing Interface
»Distributed Memory Communication Mechanism
»Facilitate communication among different memory
boundaries, address spaces
»Sometimes referred as “Local View”
communication because the remote memory
access can only happen via communication
»Process as an unit in general
»Most often used library for large scale parallel
communication with sophisticated memory
hierarchies
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»http://www.llnl.gov/computing/tutorials/mpi
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MPI: Principles
» The logical view of a machine supporting the
message-passing paradigm consists of p
processes, each with its own exclusive address
space.
» Each data element must belong to one of the
partitions of the space; hence, data must be
explicitly partitioned and placed.
» All interactions (read-only or read/write) require
cooperation of two processes - the process that
has the data and the process that wants to access
the data.
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» These two constraints, while onerous, make
underlying costs very explicit to the programmer.
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MPI: Principles
» Message-passing programs are often written using
the asynchronous or loosely synchronous
paradigms.
» In the asynchronous paradigm, all concurrent
tasks execute asynchronously.
» In the loosely synchronous model, tasks or
subsets of tasks synchronize to perform
interactions. Between these interactions, tasks
execute completely asynchronously.
» Most message-passing programs are written using
the single program multiple data (SPMD) model.
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MPI: Example
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
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if (myID == rootProcess) {
for (int p=0; p<numProcess-1;p++) {
for (int i=0; i<lengthPerProcess;i__) {
fscanf(myArray);
}
MPI_Send(myArray,lengthPerProcess, …);
}
fscanf(myArray);
} else { /* non root processes */
MPI_Recv(myArray, …);
}
/** do the real work */
for (int i=0; i<lengthPerProcess;i++) {
privateSum+=myArray[i]
}
MPI_Reduce(&privateSum,&globalSum, …);
If (myID == rootProcess) {
printf(globalCount);
}
MPI_Finalize();
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MPI Primitive Operations
» MPI_Send: send data to another process
» MPI_Isend: non-blocking version of MPI_Send, allows
overlapping of communication and computation
» MPI_Recv: receives data from another process
» MPI_Irecv: non-blocking version of MPI_Recv. Data in
the buffer is not valid until MPI_Wait is performed
» MPI_Reduce: implements a reduction operation,
essentially receives data from another process and add it to
a global variable
» MPI_Init and MPI_Finalize, initialization and closing
operations, kind of like UNIX file open() and close()
operation.
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Threading vs Message Passing
» Shared memory as opposed to Distributed
memory.
» Thread vs Process.
» Higher level vs lower level abstractions
» Advantages of Message Passing.
- Fewer assumptions of underlying hardware, memory
access models
- Simpler to understand
- Least common denominator, execute on any platform,
shared memory, distributed memory, heterogeneous
clusters
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High-level Parallel Languages
» Library approach (Thread, MPI)
- Rely on programmers to exploit the parallelism in the
problems
- No syntactic support for parallel programming
- No compiler support

» High-level Parallel Language
- Hide the parallelism from programmers
- Compilers need to be smart enough to discover the
parallelism in the programs
- Data parallelism in data structures (array, matrix)
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High-level Parallel Languages: NESL
» NESL (Nested Parallel Language) is a high-level
data parallel language
» Loosely based on ML, a functional language
» Nested parallelism is the ability to apply a function
in parallel to each element in a collection of data
» Parallelism is embedded in the data structure
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NESL: Example
» Just like any functional language, NESL’s basic
data type is sequence
-[8, 19, -3, 0]

» The basic parallel operation of NESL is the
parallel apply-to-each operation
- {a+1: a in [8, 19, -3, 0]};
- Result: [9, 20, -2, 1];
-{a+b: a in [8, 19, -3, 0]; b in [1,2,3,4]}
- Result: [9, 21, 0, 4]

» Function can be implicitly parallel
-function dotprod(a,b) = sum({x*y: x in a;
y in b});
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NESL: Matrix
» Just like any functional language, NESL’s basic
data type is sequence
-function matrix_multiply(A, B) =
{{sum({x*y: x in rowA; y in columnB}) :
columnB in transpose(B)}: rowA in A}

» The underlying algorithm is the plain triply-nested
for loop
» transpose(B) makes columnB an single
dimentional array, dot-product can be applied
to rowA and columnB
» Super simple, no explicit parallelism exposed to
programmers
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